	
  

Hamilton Beach® Professional
Dicing Stack and Snap™ Food
Processor
Details
Versatility: With five different options, you can now
slice, dice, mix, shred, and chop to your exact
specifications. An adjustable slicing blade with 14
thickness settings provides custom results from the
thinnest potato slices to the thickest slices of
pepperoni. The innovative dicing blade creates
precise, uniform pieces for salsas, mirepoix, soups,
and salads. Chop nuts or vegetables with the
stainless steel S-blade, make homemade bread with
the dough blade, or shred cheese with the
shredding disc. There’s less precutting with the 3-in1 Big Mouth™ feed tube, one of the largest on the
market. Easily feed everything from slender carrots
to whole fruits, without the need for precutting.
Easy Assembly: Gone are the days of complicated
positioning and twisting the bowl and lid into place.
The bowl is specially designed to stack directly on
the base (no twisting required) and the lid snaps
securely to the bowl with a heavy-duty die-cast
locking arm. No more guessing whether it’s put
together correctly, just “stack” and “snap” the arm
into place.
Convenient Features: Two speeds plus pulse
function are controlled by an electronic touchpad. A
compact storage box keeps accessories organized
and accessible. The 14-cup BPA-free bowl has a
pour spout with a leak-free seal to prevent messes.

	
  

	
  

Hamilton Beach®
Professional Dicing
Food Processor
Model: 70825
Available:
September 2016
MSRP: $259.99

About Hamilton Beach® Professional
With a strong heritage and commitment to quality,
innovation, and excellence, the commercial division of
Hamilton Beach Brands, Inc. has over 100 years of
experience designing, developing, and marketing
commercial products. Hamilton Beach® Commercial is
highly regarded for its full line of innovative products
found in hotels, restaurants, and bars worldwide.
Combining this commercial product experience with
extensive research of consumer needs, Hamilton Beach
Professional was created. It brings the company’s Good
Thinking® philosophy to the kitchens of accomplished
home cooks, allowing users to achieve professional
results at home. Durable quality construction, attention
to detail, and exceptional performance are all merged
with professional styling to complement home kitchens.
All Hamilton Beach Professional products are backed by
a 5-year limited warranty.

